Hydro Dipping
Options
Hydro Dip Your Favorite Products

PREFERRED PATTERNS

Looking for that “wow” factor to match your branding
and décor? We can customize select servers, airpots and
beverage dispensers with a variety of patterns and colors.
Our hydro dipping process gives new dimension and
adds a unique quality to the standard stainless options of
serviceware.

What is Hydro Dipping?
Hydro dipping is a method of permanently applying printed
designs to three-dimensional surfaces. Our durable hydro
dipping is done locally in small batches to ensure the printed
surface will stand up to commercial wear and tear. This process
gives us the ability to offer you low minimums for a premium
printing service on a variety of our most popular products.
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Service Ideas sticks hydro dipping in three finishes: Light
Wood, Dark Wood and Travertine Marble. We also have an
extended line of 12 Preferred Finishes. Custom patterns are
achievable upon request and with higher MOQs. Contact
your Service Ideas sales representative to help design your
own custom look.

Simple Ordering Process
Step 1 Product Selection
Step 2 Pattern/Color Selection
Step 3 Quantity Selection

Custom Creation Process

Custom patterns are achievable by selecting a base color and
a pattern. Showing effect of GRAY WOOD GRAIN pattern
on various base colors:

on gray base

PATTERNS

SAMPLE
FEE (PLUS
PRODUCT)

MOQ

LEAD TIME

PREFERRED PATTERNS

12 as shown

100.00

6

2-3 WEEKS

on tan base

Contact us for more information
on creating your own custom look:

651-730-8800 or cs@serviceideas.com
Service Ideas, Inc.

I

Cost & Turnaround

A net price is added to each piece for hydro dipping. Any discount or negotiated price for the base
product should be taken before adding the cost of the custom hydro-dip. Fees are based on the MOQ
table to the right. Lead times vary.

800-328-4493
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cs@serviceideas.com
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WWW.SERVICEIDEAS.COM
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